
New Business Generation — Transforming IT 
and Communications Networks into Strategic, 
Competitive Weapons

Today, a multinational enterprise with the right communication solution can be as nimble

and responsive to the needs of its customers, partners and employees, and changes in the

market as a small enterprise. Likewise, a small enterprise can extend its reach to that of a

multinational enterprise.

This is the world of new business generation. It combines the expectations of the new

generation of technology-savvy, hyper-connected employees, customers and partners

with the enterprise need to operate and compete globally to generate new business.

To enable new business generation, Chief Information Officers must deploy new com -

munications tools that combine enterprise networks with carrier services. They must 

look to move beyond information technology (IT) toward information communications

technology (ICT).  

With this approach, the communications network becomes a key competitive differ -

entiator, a strategic, competitive weapon. Executed properly, it is an integrated customer

service network that improves customer satisfaction, customer retention and customer

loyalty. It increases employee efficiency and improves business processes.

This paper offers a view of how enterprises can turn their communications network into

a competitive weapon. It examines the key components of a business critical communi -

cation solution and outlines what to look for in a supplier of end-to-end business critical

communications.
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1 Global Communications Transformation
Not too long ago enterprise communications networks were straightforward. Today, two
funda men tal facts are reshaping the way enterprises and governments of all sizes manage their
daily operations. 

First, the new generation of technology-savvy, hyper-connected employees, partners, customers,
and clients with which enterprises and governments interact are extremely comfortable using
new technologies and Internet-based tools. In fact, they expect and often demand to use the
most advanced communication tools.

Second, existing businesses are competitively transforming to generate new business. New busi -
ness models are more adaptive to change, meet shorter decision times, speed time-to-market and
leverage the best talent anywhere in the world. New technologies are pushing the boundaries
of addressable markets and providing Internet access to emerging economies, allowing organi za -
tions to use broadband connections to reach more and more people. This global market envi -
ronment has created a need for enterprises and governments to operate and compete globally. 

To meet the demands of these changes, Chief Information Officers (CIOs) must understand
both the opportunities and the challenges before them and transform their operations. As the
world becomes more competitive, the most successful companies are the ones that make the
best use of every connection with their customers, suppliers and partners. In this environ ment,
communications networks become strategic, competitive weapons.

1.1 Opportunity: New Expectations from the New Business Generation
End users are now looking for, and subscribing to, fixed and wireless communication services
they can tailor to serve their individual work and leisure communications requirements, rather
than those to which they have to adapt.

On the work front, communications demands are driven by the changing nature of the enter prise
workforce. Multinational teams serving a global customer base have become the norm not only
to improve customer service, but to permit enterprises to secure the best talent at the lowest cost.

A 2007 report by The Economist Intelligence Unit stated that 71 percent of enterprise exec -
utives believe the majority of their workers will have mobile devices by 2009 (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. Current and Expected Use of Mobile Devices by Enterprises
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To ensure they remain effective, these highly-mobile employees expect a logical integration 
of their business applications with their communications environment.

As a result, mobile office and secured access offerings are developing quickly. These applications
address user expectations to be less dependent on a particular access technology. They also
allow an increasing number of employees to work from home, from remote office locations 
or on the road.

This increase in mobility on the work front is also affecting leisure communications and the
distinction between subscribers as business professionals and as consumers is quickly being
eroded. Tools such as instant messaging and presence that were once personal are now extend -
ing from the individual at home to become a multimedia, multi-participant, on-the-move
business experience. Likewise, business applications, such as conferencing and network-hosted
data, are also starting to shift between the enterprise and consumer domains. 

Research conducted by Alcatel-Lucent groups end users under the broad categories of enterprise,
consumer, and “prosumer” — a term used to describe the integration of “professional” and
“consumer.” An example of a prosumer is a person who may be conducting business in the car
on the way home from work, or they may be checking on the kids from the office. Table 1 provides
an indication of the service attributes these different categories of end users want from their
communications services.

Table 1. End Users’ Preferred Service Attributes

CONSUMERS PROSUMERS ENTERPRISE END USERS

Personalization Personalization Increased productivity

Adaptation to lifestyle Adaptation to lifestyle Return on investment

Content rich Portability Quality of service

Portability Simplicity Portability

Simplicity Availability Reliability

Availability Security Availability

Security Security

The research also shows that end users in these groups have a strong interest in blended, user-
centric services that combine voice, video, data and multimedia applications seamlessly across
a range of devices and for a variety of business and personal uses, anywhere and anytime.

Of course, these services are also expected to provide this communication capability while
protecting the security of the information being communicated and the people delivering it.

What all this means is that enterprise CIOs must now consider the demands of a new generation
of technology-savvy, hyper-connected employees, partners, customers, and citizens who are inter -
acting with their networks on a daily basis. These users are extremely comfortable with new tech -
nology and Internet–based tools. In fact, they expect and often demand to be able to use them.
Meeting the demands of this new business generation means deploying new communications
tools that combine enterprise networks with carrier services to connect end users located any -
where using any device. This integration of business applications and the communications
environment marks the migration of information technology (IT) to information communi -
cations technology (ICT). 
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1.2 Opportunity: New Business Models to Enable the 
New Business Generation
While the technology evolution has changed the way end users work and play, it has also
created new business opportunities that require enterprises to rethink their business models.

By extending their communications networks beyond the bricks and mortar of the head office,
new communications technologies have allowed public and private enterprises to solidify their
position in old markets and extend their reach into established and emerging markets that
were previously unreachable. To maintain this competitive position, enterprises must now
reconsider how they communicate with partners, customers, and suppliers to make daily
operations more efficient

As a result, public and private enterprises are developing new ways of working. Traditional
boundaries between organizations are blurring with the creation of virtual teams that make 
up an end-to-end value chain. These virtual teams need access to the tools that allow them 
to make decisions quickly, shorten time-to-market and leverage a worldwide talent pool. This
can only be achieved by integrating business communications into business processes.

Applications that focus on enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer relationship manage -
ment (CRM) and supply chain management (SCM) are now critical to the running of the
business, and must be accessible and perform equally well from all markets. Likewise, colla -
borative tools such as electronic messaging and electronic meetings must operate well from
any business location.

This view is supported by data reported in the 2007 Economist Intelligence Unit report. It
stated that respondents hold out hope for much greater use of mobile CRM tools by sales and
service teams over the next five years. It also noted that respondents expect to become more
frequent users of mobile voice over IP (VoIP) and videoconferencing.

1.3 Challenge: CEO Expectations of Communications
The need to extend enterprise communications networks to include partners, customers, and
suppliers and to move beyond IT toward ICT has not escaped today’s CEOs. As they look for
innovative ways to drive business and increase market share, CEOs are challenging their CIOs
to make IT more than a cost center. They are asking for ICT that:
• Builds customer satisfaction and creates loyalty by providing personalized services that

engage employees, customers, and partners through their preferred medium
• Keeps employees engaged and productive with mobile solutions that enable them with

secure access anytime, anywhere
• Addresses new market opportunities by virtually extending the enterprise into new

countries or markets

CIOs must respond by ensuring that communications systems are not only optimized for per -
form ance and results, but also able to meet the new requirements of regulatory compliance,
support a burgeoning mobile work force, and the applications and services that are core to
their business. 

In short, they must ensure that ICT becomes a competitive weapon that can help their CEOs
transform the business.
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A 2006 report by Gartner stated:

“Innovation — in markets, products, services and operating models — is back on
the agenda. The emphasis remains on the top line — cutting costs is useful, but with
stock markets feeling the grip of momentum-investing bulls, CEOs need to show
healthy revenue growth. IT Implications: If IT leaders continue to focus mostly on
cost-saving projects, their efforts will be appreciated, but may be perceived as less
than strategic… IT leaders should watch for signals of breakout innovative change
within their organization and their industries and consider how technology can be
most supportive to the pace of that growth endeavor.” 
S O U R C E :  C E O  C O N C E R N S  A N D  H O W  T H E Y  M U S T  D R I V E  I T  A G E N D A S ,  G A R T N E R ,  2 0 0 6

1.4 Challenge: The Customer Connection 
The CIOs’ challenges are compounded by the fact that enterprises must also consider how 
to best maintain contact with their customers. This is a challenge because customers are as
connected as employees and, sometimes, even more so.

In 2007, the Alcatel-Lucent company Genesys surveyed more than 4,300 consumers world -
wide to better understand consumer attitudes toward contact centers and customer service.
Since the contact center is often the first (and sometimes the only) human interaction a
customer has with a company many customers form their perception of a company based 
on their experience with that contact center.

The survey revealed that 75 percent of global respondents would continue to do business 
with a company based on a great contact center experience. It also revealed that, on average, 
50 percent of customers stopped doing business with a company based on a poor contact
center experience.

Given the direct impact contact center performance has on customer loyalty, successful
companies must take every opportunity to connect with their customers and make that
connection a positive experience. They must make the contact center a more strategic
investment that can drive business transformation.

2 Capitalizing on Opportunities with Competitive Transformation 
To capitalize on the opportunities the new global environment presents, public and private
enterprises must transform their communications networks into strategic competitive weapons.
They must align their communications network with their business objectives. Only by doing
this, will their employees, suppliers, partners and, ultimately their customers, be able to com -
municate in concert.

A transformed communications network increases employee efficiency and improves business
processes. Executed properly, it is an integrated customer service network that improves customer
satisfaction, customer retention and customer loyalty. Ultimately, it is a competitive differentiator.
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With the right communication solution, a multinational enterprise can be as nimble and
responsive to the needs of its customers, partners and employees, and changes in the market
as a small enterprise. Likewise, a small enterprise can extend its reach to that of a multina -
tional enterprise.

The required end-to-end communications system must be tailored to the specific needs of
each enterprise. As such, it must be created with a focus on:
• Business strategy, to increase employee productivity and extend the enterprise to leverage

its assets and applications to tap new markets and new revenue streams
• Business operations, to reduce costs with automated control systems, and ensure service

levels with network and performance optimization and guaranteed reliability

3 Enabling New Business Generation with Alcatel-Lucent
To successfully enable this competitive transformation, enterprises must choose the right
communications technologies and the right supplier to integrate these technologies to support
critical business operations. But not all enterprises have the same needs, not all communi -
cations services are created equal, and not all suppliers understand the industry-specific needs
of enterprises.

Alcatel-Lucent simplifies communications networks to accommodate increasingly complex
business requirements — many users, devices and locations combined with many technologies,
needs and applications — with zero downtime.

A proven telecom partner with one of the largest global R&D capabilities in the communica -
tions industry, Alcatel-Lucent understands industry-specific communication requirements and has
the voice, data, video and fixed-mobile portfolio necessary to deliver business critical solutions. 

In addition, Alcatel-Lucent has the services and support capabilities to successfully deliver large,
multitechnology, multivendor ICT projects. Alcatel-Lucent also combines its extensive cross-
industry knowledge, its complete portfolio of services and partnership models and its research
and application ecosystem to deliver a customized a solution that meets enterprise needs.

As the catalyst of the evolution of carrier networks and as the recognized leader in IPTV,
carrier and enterprise IP, NGN/IMS and 3G solutions worldwide, Alcatel-Lucent:
• Understands business transformation enabled by the move from IT to ICT and has the

products and services that enable enterprises to drive the transformation of their business
• Understands that end-to-end communications solutions must be based on a combination of

enterprise networks and carrier services to enable the next generation of communications
between employees, customers, partners and suppliers

• Recognizes that a communications network is not a standalone, isolated service but must 
be delivered as an integrated service within the next generation of business applications
from multiple vendors

Alcatel-Lucent’s business critical communications solutions are built on three key pillars:
network transformation, services transformation and business transformation.
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3.1 Network Transformation
Network transformation impacts the communications and IT infrastructure. It combines
enter prise networks and carrier services to enable a new flexible set of services and businesses
processes. For competitive transformation, the infrastructure requires:
• Combined voice-video-data networks

¬ Early converged networks supported IP, DECnet, Novell and SNA on a single data network
infrastructure. More recent converged networks support voice and data on a single network
infrastructure. The combined network for the new business generation consists of a single
infrastructure that supports all voice, video and data services.

• All-IP communications
¬ Voice communications devices and servers are based fully on voice over IP (VoIP). Early

IP deployments supported only voice over IP with limited integration of other applications.
Today’s IP networks are now capable of supporting the new business generation, which are
migrating from hardware-based options such as PBXs, to software-based application products
such as VoIP telephony business solutions running on application servers. This trend is being
driven by technical advances in IP technologies, including extensible markup language
(XML), voice XML (VXML), and session initiation protocol (SIP).

• Reliable, secure infrastructure
¬ Early IP network security relied on perimeter defenses. As risks grew, the business Internet

evolved to a layered defense using an in-depth security model that combines perimeter and
application defenses with hardened desktops and intrusion-prevention security appliances.
The network for the new business generation builds a security ecosystem of hardened ICT
resources, general identity-based access controls, and internal and external defenses and inte -
grates information and actions across a multivendor, enterprise and carrier ICT infrastructure.

With this competitive infrastructure, enterprises and governments will have:
• Predictable costs
• A flexible evolution path
• Smooth evolution from legacy to IP networks
• The ability to concentrate on their business with managed communications services from

service providers when appropriate

3.2 Services Transformation
Services transformation impacts core business practices that add value to a public and private
enterprise’s customers, suppliers and partners and enables their employees to be productive
and successful. These groups require:
• Unified communications

¬ Unified communications integrate voice- and data-oriented communications tools into a
single toolset. In addition to integrating voice and data, unified communications tools for the
new business generation combine enterprise and carrier communications applications and
services and allow integration of unified communications tools within business applications.

• Collaboration tools 
¬ Collaboration tools can be the foundation for innovation and new business processes. And

they can be more than a data application. Collaboration for the new business generation
integrates real-time communications, including unified communications and data-oriented
collaboration tools. To achieve the highest impact, the collaboration tools are integrated
within new business applications and processes.
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• Tailored solutions 
¬ Solutions for the new business generation need to meet the needs of individuals within

the enterprise. The best way to ensure the right combination of mobility, unified commu -
nications and collaboration tools is by aggregating the needs of specific types of users into
user profiles.

• Mobility and presence spanning enterprise and carrier networks
¬ Originally, mobility was available only to mobile phone and laptop users. Later, wireless

LAN added mobility within the enterprise campus and provided off-campus hotspots.
Mobility and presence for the new business generation demands full access and integration
for any voice or data application from the desktop, from any device, on- or off-campus.
Seamless interworking between on- and off-campus enterprise and carrier mobility
solutions is critical to enhanced communications. 

The right balance of unified communications, collaboration and mobility, delivered with 
user profiles:
• Reduces business latency
• Increases employee productivity 
• Enables new business models with broader customer, partner and supplier relationships

3.3 Business Transformation
Business transformation impacts the way enterprises and governments interact with their cus -
tomers. What sort of experience do they need to offer the new business generation? They need
to leverage:
• Personalized and consistent customer interactions 
• Communication-enabled business processes

To deliver personalized and consistent customer interactions, enterprises must examine customer-
facing operations and make sure that agents and technologies can dynamically react to optimize
every customer interaction. And they must allow their customers to define those interactions,
rather than asking the customer to follow the company’s rules. For example, many consumers
can now determine not only when, but how companies may contact them; from SMS to email
to live contact, customers want to be in charge and they are open to using multimedia commu -
nication channels.

Proactive communications offer another way of creating a positive image with customers. 

According to the 2007 Genesys customer survey, 87 percent of customers would have a more
positive opinion of a supplier after receiving a courtesy call to thank them for their business or
to ask about their satisfaction. However, only 43 percent of consumers have received such a call.

Perhaps most surprisingly, the survey revealed that consumers actually want to receive cross-sell
offers. A large majority — 75 percent — responded that they would like to receive proactive
communications from companies to keep them informed about service delivery or other products
and services that may be of interest to them. 

Beyond personalized and consistent communication with customers, enterprises need to ensure
they create responsive internal business processes.
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The new business generation is marked by shorter decision times and new ways to work. New
business processes and new ways to work demand new ways to communicate. Communication-
enabled business processes integrate mobility, unified communications and collaboration
within business-critical applications. 

As the world market becomes more competitive, the most successful companies are the ones
that make the best use of every connection. When personalized and consistent customer inter -
actions are combined with communication-enabled business processes, the contact center assures
customer satisfaction, customer retention, customer loyalty and competitive differentiation for
the enterprise.

4 Enterprise Transformation Examples
4.1 The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center
The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) is one of the leading nonprofit health
systems and academic medical centers in the United States. An undisputed innovator, UPMC
is the only organization that has earned honor roll status in both U.S. News & World Report’s
2006 “America’s Best Hospitals” and “America’s Best Health Plans” rankings. As the region’s
largest employer with 43,000 employees and nearly US $6 billion in revenue, UPMC comprises
19 tertiary, specialty and community hospitals, 400 outpatient sites and doctors’ offices, retire -
ment and long-term care facilities, an insurance plan and international ventures.

With the patient at the center of its philosophy, UPMC seeks to realize a vision that provides
quality care that is unconfined in its approach. For example, by seamlessly connecting a clinician
with patients, peers and medical records, irrespective of location, UPMC strives to deliver
“unbound health care” and transform its business in the process. 

UPMC has teamed with Alcatel-Lucent to lead a network transformation project. The objective
of this project is to upgrade UPMC’s data infrastructure, telephony system and contact center
platforms. This transformation will create a single, converged network infrastructure, allowing
for efficient and effective utilization of resources and enabling real-time communication both
within UPMC and among key stakeholders.

UPMC and Alcatel-Lucent are also creating a joint venture focused on developing applications
for the health care industry. This will allow patients, first responders and health care providers
to benefit from continued research and innovation delivered through the partnership. 

4.2 The UK Highways Agency
The UK Highways Agency is responsible for operating, maintaining and improving the strategic
road network in England. This network comprises 7,700 kilometers of trunk roads, including
3,000 kilometers of highways. Keeping these highways running smoothly is critical to the
financial well-being and security of the country; they carry one-third of all road traffic in
England and two-thirds of all heavy freight traffic.

In an effort to fulfill its prime directive: “To deliver a high quality service to our customer,” the
UK Highways Agency selected the GeneSYS consortium to significantly upgrade its communi -
cations network. Alcatel-Lucent, the telecoms design authority of the GeneSYS consortium, was
chosen for its converged solution. The Alcatel-Lucent solution will migrate the UK Highways
Agency from 30 independent legacy networks — including separate networks for video, voice
and data which suffer from limited interconnectivity and high maintenance costs — to a
seamless, common national all-IP network that will allow “any-to-any” communications.
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This network will address the UK Highways Agency’s complex business communications require -
ments, enabling voice, video and data communications between more than 14,000 message signs,
up to 11,000 CCTV cameras, all emergency telephones and all traffic monitoring systems to
the UK Highways Agency’s network of traffic control centers. It will:
• Improve operational efficiency by allowing seamless integration between subsystems and fast

data exchange between the operational center and the traffic monitoring devices
• Improve traffic flow through real-time traffic monitoring and warning systems
• Enhance safety and security with a highly reliable and robust network actively monitoring

with video, fire sensors and fire control systems along the network and in tunnels
• Improve driver information enabling accurate, real-time information on road conditions to

be delivered to drivers in-car

Alcatel-Lucent will provide the end-to-end network solution. This includes software and system
integration services for all operating and business support systems to enable traffic monitoring
from a single network operations center located in Birmingham. 

5 Conclusion
Today’s enterprises must approach their communications networks as more than just a
collection of PBXs, switches, routers, servers and telecom services. Increasingly, enterprises
must see their networks as competitive weapons that can help transform their business and
allow them to operate on a world stage.

Properly developed, a communications network can help position the enterprise and its
products and services by leveraging the communication expectations of a new generation of
technology-savvy, hyper-connected employees, partners, customers, and citizens to generate
new business opportunities. 

For this scenario to succeed, the new business critical communications solutions of tomorrow must:
• Take into account all customer-facing operations to make sure that agents and technologies

can dynamically react to optimize every customer interaction
• Increase employee productivity and extend the enterprise to leverage its assets and applications

that can tap new markets and new revenue streams
• Improve information-sharing while simplifying support through the convergence of legacy

and future technologies to create an ICT infrastructure
• Reduce costs with automated control systems, and ensure service levels with network and

performance optimization and guaranteed reliability

To meet these objectives, enterprises must partner with a communications network supplier
that can deliver a complete, end-to-end business critical solution. The ideal partner is one with
extensive experience in competitive transformation programs and in using technology to
address industry-specific business drivers. Most importantly, the ideal partner is one that can
provide the business critical solutions and applications and integrate them to provide choice
for new business generation. 
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6 About Alcatel-Lucent
Alcatel-Lucent provides solutions that enable service providers, enterprises and governments
worldwide, to deliver voice, data and video communication services to end users. As a leader
in fixed, mobile and converged broadband networking, IP technologies, applications, and
services, Alcatel-Lucent offers the end-to-end solutions that enable compelling communica -
tions services for people at home, at work and on the move. 

With operations in more than 130 countries, Alcatel-Lucent is a local partner with global
reach. The company has the most experienced global services team in the industry, and one
of the largest research, technology and innovation organizations in the telecommunications
industry. Alcatel-Lucent achieved adjusted proforma revenues of Euro 18.3 billion in 2006
and is incorporated in France, with executive offices located in Paris. (All figures exclude
impact of activities transferred to Thales). 

Alcatel-Lucent is leading the competitive transformation of its enterprise and government
customers by delivering secure, end-to-end, business critical communications solutions that
enable new business generation. With more than 250,000 enterprise and government customers,
Alcatel-Lucent has earned a worldwide market leadership position in contact center software,
in enterprise telephony in western Europe and as a provider of multi-product solutions to
telecommunications and networking companies.

Alcatel-Lucent’s enterprise portfolio includes business communication applications with unified
communications and contact centers, an advanced IP telephony offering, robust IP networking,
market-leading IP address and performance management software and world-class security
solutions. Alcatel-Lucent’s end-to-end solutions for industry and government combine the
company’s enterprise products, its carrier portfolio and comprehensive professional services.

For more information, visit Alcatel-Lucent on the Internet: http://www.alcatel-lucent.com
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